Interictal epileptiform discharges in persons without a history of seizures: what do they mean?
Interictal epileptiform discharge (IED) is rarely observed in healthy volunteers without a history of seizures, but higher rates of occurrence are reported in children than in adults. Higher rates are also observed among neurologic inpatients and outpatients without a seizure history, but the risk of subsequent unprovoked seizures or epilepsy is low in healthy volunteers and patients. An exception is the patients with autism spectrum disorders, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, or cerebral palsy, who are predisposed to epilepsy development. However, it is currently unclear whether epilepsy risk is higher for patients with incidentally detected IED than for the patients without IED. Hospitalized patients with IED but no prior seizures often have underlying acute or progressive brain disorders. Although they have increased risk of acute seizures, the risk for subsequent unprovoked seizures or epilepsy is unknown and requires assessment on an individual basis. For patients who have psychogenic spells but no seizure history, the rate of IED detection is low, similar to that of healthy volunteers. The association between IED and transitory cognitive impairment has not been established in nonepileptic persons. Evidence thus far does not suggest that routine EEG screening of pilot candidates reduces risk of flight-related accidents.